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ABSTRACT

Bicycles have not been significantly changed in the past few decades, but engineers
proposed many different designs of bicycle wheels. Some ideas focus on increasing the tire size
while others change the mechanical structure of the wheel frames. The most common bicycle
wheel in the market contains 36 rigid spokes to connect the hub to the rim of the wheel. In
reality, the roads are always uneven which increase the intensity of the vibration. Using the
traditional wheels would give the customers an unpleasant experience when the bike encounter
energy shock due to the rigid body does not absorb energy. On the other hand, vibration also
reduces momentum.
The purpose of this research project is to design a new bicycle wheel by using ten
deformable buckling beams which can be seen as springs to allow the riders to have a smoother
ride and more pleasant experience. Some designs use strong spokes to maintain structural and
rigidity, and some other ideas use the suspension to ensure the riders are comfortable. This
design will combine the existing functionality into one single creation to advance current
knowledge. Using the buckling beams will lower the cost while maintaining a strong structure on
the wheel. This new technology will allow customers to enjoy their riding experience on rough
roads and absorb energy from the vibration. On the rough roads, the buckling beams would
slightly buckle to absorb the energy from the vibration.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The bicycle is still one of the popular transportation tools that people often use for short
distance travel. It is an effective tool for fitness and sport as well. The average cycling speed is
about 9.6 miles per hour (mph) while the average walking speed is about 3.1 mph. Riding a bike
is much faster than walking; this is mostly because of the two wheels on the bike. The spokes act
as a very important role in a wheel. The spokes add strength to the rim, transfer the human’s leg
power from the hub to the wheel, and support body weight on the wheel. The most common
bicycle wheel in the market contents some tangential spokes to connect the hub to the rim of the
wheel. The combination of many high stiffness spokes makes the wheel very rigid, and rigid
bodies do not allow deformation or the deformation is negligible. When a rider is riding on a
bicycle and traveling on an uneven pathway, the rigid spokes cannot absorb the energy from
vibration. Thus, the rider will feel strongly intensive vibration due to the shock translated to the
body.
The goal of this project was to design a new bicycle wheel with buckling beams to
replace rigid spokes. This Buckling Wheel was a combination of the normal bicycle wheel and
suspension system in terms of energy absorption. The suspension system was expensive but the
buckling beam was not, so it was also a low-cost product. The idea was proposed by Aman
Haque, a professor in Department of Mechanical & Nuclear Engineering at the Pennsylvania
State University. For the purposes of this thesis, the concept was modified and applied to a real
application. Both linear and nonlinear stress and deformation would be majorly studied in this
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research. This research project mainly focused on using the finite element method in SolidWorks
to simulate the Buckling Wheel and compared the results to the normal bicycle wheel.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 INTRODUCTION FOR THE SOLIDWORKS MODELS OF “BUCKLING WHEEL”

Dr. Aman Haque proposed the idea of a buckling wheel to harvest energy. Dr. Aman
Haque sketched figure 1 by hand and the theory behind energy transmission would be detailed in
section 2.3. The two bending lines were one of the buckling beams, and there were two buckling
beams showing in figure 1. Image a person was sitting on the bicycle and the body weight of the
person would be applied to the center of the hub. The center of the hub in figure 1 was at the
intersection of two centerlines. Since the gravitational force was assumed downward, the force
vector would point to the bottom of the rim. After the force was applied, the upper buckling
beam was stretched while the lower buckling beam was compressed. This behavior was very
similar to extending and compressing the spring which would cause energy transfer.

Figure 1. Basic Sketch of the Proposed Buckling Wheel
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In Figure 2, the object was originally straight, but it started to curve after the load was
applied. Buckling failure was a failure of a structure that has been compressed and collapsed
causing very large deformations. (Mechanics of Materials: Beam Buckling, n.d.)

Figure 2. Beam Buckled After Some Load
The dimensions of the buckling beam were shown in Appendix B. The beam was an inch
wide, 0.1-inch thick, and 11-inch long. Using equations from [2.1] to [2.4] to calculate the
critical buckling load for a beam. It could then be used to compare with the body load and see if
the beam was able to support a person. The area (A) is the width multiplied the thickness and it
was 0.1 inch2 in this case. Effective length factor (K) was 0.5 for “fixed to fixed” ends. The
maximum Slenderness ratio was calculated by using equation [2.4] and it was equal to 190.97.
The Young’s Modulus or Elastic Modulus of 1060 Aluminum Alloy was 1.00076E7 psi. After
all the calculations, the critical buckling load was 270.83 pound-force (lbf). It meant if there was
a load above 270.83 lbf, a straight beam would start to buckle. In order to observe buckle, more
than 270.83 lbf would be applied the Buckling Wheel.
𝜋 2 𝐸𝐼

𝜋 2 𝐸𝐴

Critical Buckling Load: 𝑃𝑐𝑟 = (𝐾𝐿)2 = (𝐾𝐿/𝑟)2………………………………………………... [2.1]
1

Moment of Inertia for a Beam: 𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 12 𝑏ℎ3 …………………………………………...….… [2.2]
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r from [2.1]: 𝑟 =

√𝐼𝑥𝑥
𝐴

…………………………………………...…………………….…….. [2.3]
𝐾𝐿 𝐾𝐿

Maximum Slenderness Ratio: max{ 𝑟 , 𝑟 }…………………………………………...…… [2.4]
𝑥

𝑦

2.2 SHOCK ABSORBER

A car spring would absorb the energy from
vibration and release the energy after the spring was
extended. The potential energy bounced at its rate of
natural frequency until the wheel completely used all
the energy. Having only springs inside a car would
cause an extremely bouncy ride and make the car out
of control. However, adding a shock absorber could
dissipate the energy which would give the rider a
smoother experience while riding in the car. It
transferred the kinetic energy to heat energy that could
be dissipated through hydraulic fluid. In a car design, the Figure 3. Twin-tube Shock Absorber
combination of springs and dampers were very useful when the design engineers wanted to reduce
vibration. However, the buckling beams would only act as springs in this buckling wheel design.
A tire was needed to dissipate the energy absorbed by the buckling beams. The mass of the bicycle
was much lighter than the car, so having a completed shock absorber was not mandatory. More
explanation on the tire will be presented in a later chapter.
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2.3 ENERGY TRANSFER

The easiest way to explain how a spring absorbs energy was to use a normal spring as an
example. The spring compressed for a displacement 𝐿𝑥 after the force 𝐹𝑥 is applied shown in figure
4, and the energy is defined as force times displacement by equation [2.5]. The further the spring
was compressed, the more energy it would absorb. The same theory could be applied in this design
research. One of the buckling beams was shown in figure 5, and a beam was considered as a spring.
The beam was pre-buckled in the middle, and it buckled more after applying a force at the top.
The deflection at the center of the beam was L in the equation. In this case, the forces are human
body weight, bicycle weight, and the shock load from the ground. All these parameters combined
to transfer energy. The purpose of using such beams was to absorb the energy from the shock load
to reduce vibration.
Energy or Work Equation: 𝐸 = 𝐹𝐿……………………………………………………...……. [2.5]

Figure 4. Spring Compressed with a displacement 𝚫𝒙 After a Force 𝑭𝒙
A traditional bicycle wheel used rigid spokes which do not deform. In other words, this
type of spoke does not bend or compress, so it is not considered as a spring. Considering L=0, E
in equation [2.5] would also equal to zero. A traditional bicycle wheel does not absorb the shock
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load because the spokes were too rigid. This also caused a rider to feel uncomfortable if he or she
hit something on the ground or rode on an uneven pathway.

Figure 5. One of the Ten Buckling Beams

Figure 6. Rigid Bicycle Wheel
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2.4 STRESS ANALYSIS AND DEFORMATION ANALYSIS

Stress analysis and deformation analysis were what this project mainly focused on. Stress
analysis was used to determine whether a certain load would cause failure on a product. There
were a few different types of stresses, and the Von-Mises Stress was used to compare with the
yield strength. There were a linear portion and a nonlinear region that appear in figure 7, the
stress and strain curve. From point O to proportional limit was linear which shows the product
was still elastic. From proportional limit to rupture strength was the plastic region. In the plastic
range, the product would not go back to an undeformed shape after the load was removed
(Young & Budynas, 2002). If the Von-Mises Stress on a buckling beam exceeds yield strength,
the beam would be permanently deformed until it was completely fractured. One of the
requirements for designing this Buckling Wheel was to ensure the highest Von-Mises Stress was
lower than yield strength. In other words, the buckling beams do not plastically deform. Yield
strength divided by Von-Mises Stress was the factor of safety (FOS). The higher the FOS is, the
safer the product is.

Figure 7. Stress and Strain Curve
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Deformation was another simulation aspect that needed to be looked at. As the picture
shows in figure 5, the beam was already pre-buckled in one direction. When a load is applied to
the beam, it would buck in one direction and this direction was probably opposite to what the
designer wanted. In order to force all the beams to buck at the same direction, every beam is prebuckled and installed in a circular pattern as figure 10. The deformation simulation would show
whether the beam deformed in an expected way. At this stage, the maximum deflection value to
control its deformation was undefined. Therefore, the deflection was not visible by the human eye
which was the requirement.
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Chapter 3
METHODS

3.1 MODELING IN SOLIDWORKS

This bicycle wheel was aimed to have a 23-inch diameter. The beam shown in figure 5
had a special geometry, so creating extra materials was to constrain the beams on the bicycle rim
as shown in figure 8. In contrast, some materials were removed from the bicycle hub to secure
the beam, see figure 9 for demonstration. After combining the bicycle rim, hub, and beams, the
whole bicycle wheel assembly was assembled in SolidWorks and shown in figure 10. All of the
beams were pre-buckled to the same direction to absorb energy consistently.

Figure 8. Bicycle Wheel Rim with Extra Box Geometry for Inserting the Buckling Beams
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Figure 9. Bicycle Wheel Hub with Box Cut-out for inserting the Buckling Beams

Figure 10. Finally Assemble View of the Buckling Wheel
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3.2 SIMULATION

In this design, static simulations were widely used to determine the Von-Mises stress and
the deformation. The first assumption was to consider that the rim and the ground did not have
relative motion, so the rim was fixed. In section 2.1, the maximum buckling load was determined
to be 270.83 lbf. The wheel also experienced some shock load from the ground, so the second
assumption was that the combined load was 500 lbf. Since the rim was fixed, the force would be
applied to the hub. The researcher would also apply 500 pound-force-inch (lbf-in) on the hub,
because the rider creates torque when he is riding forward. The force for the first simulation will
directly point toward the vertical axis of a beam. The schematic of the boundary condition is
shown in figure 11, the green arrows mean fixture while the pink arrows show the force and
torque.

Figure 11. Schematic of the Boundary Conditions for Static Simulation, Green Arrows are
Fixture and Pink Arrows are Force and Torque
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This project mainly focused on the stress and deformation analysis. After stress
simulations, the researcher determined whether the pre-buckled beams would have permanent
deformation by comparing the Von-Mises stress to the yield strength. If the FOS was below one,
the wheel would be redesigned and more details would be presented in Chapter 4. As discussed
earlier, the beams are all pre-buckled to force all of the beams to buckle in the intended direction.
The researcher would need to study the total deformation to ensure the beams bend toward the
desired direction.

3.3 DIRECTION OF TORQUE COMPARISON AND THE CONSISTENCE STUDY FOR
DIFFERENT ANGLE

The torque was applied to the hub from section 3.1, and it had the same direction as the
beam buckling direction. The torque would help the beams to buckle in the intended direction. If
the pre-buckled direction and the torque direction were the same, then it was a clockwise torque
(CW); otherwise, it was a counterclockwise torque (CCW). The researcher was also interested in
whether the beams would perform differently if the torque was applied in the CCW direction. In
other words, whether it would prevent the beam from buckling or would the torque force the
beams to buckle in the opposite direction.
For this case study, six simulations were used to determine the effects of the clockwise
torque and the counterclockwise torque on the beams. There were three centerlines shown in
figure 12, and each of them was 18 apart. The centerline was collinear with the vertical line of a
pre-buckled beam making 0, the line on the left is 18, and the centerline on the right is -18. A
500 lbf pointed to one of the lines and combine a clockwise torque and counterclockwise torque
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for each simulation. Repeating these two simulations on both 18 and -18 lines resulted in this
case study having six simulations in total.
Besides the torque direction, this research also studied the wheel performance at different
angles. There were 10 buckling beams in a wheel and their vertical axis where 36 apart. The gap
between the beams could lead the nearest two beams to have larger deformation due to the lack
of support. The gap was shown in figure 13. Although the wheel is not symmetrical in the view
of figure 13, each beam repeats itself every 36 and forms a circular pattern. Since the analyst
only needs to analyze the stress and deflection within the 36, conducting the consistent analysis
in continuous 40 of the wheel was sufficient to study these two cases. A centerline was created
to guide the force to point in the desired direction. A circular pattern was used to create extra
centerlines at every 10 as shown in figures 14 and 15. For this study, both 500 lbf and CW 500
lbf-in torque were applied to the hub. The simulations would be repeated in every 10 to test
consistency. After all of these simulations, the best performance conditions would be defined.

Figure 12. Three Centerlines – All 18 apart
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Figure 13. The Gap between Two Buckling Beams

Figure 14. 40 Degrees Analysis, Four Centerlines And Each One of Them Is 10 Degrees
Away
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Figure 15. A View for Full Wheel and Each Vertical Line Is 10 Degrees Away

3.4 SIMULATION ON TRADITIONAL BICYCLE WHEEL

This research was conducted to prove that the buckling wheel could absorb energy from
the vibration while the normal bicycle wheel could not due to the spokes being too rigid.
Therefore, doing finite element analysis (FEA) on the traditional bicycle wheel was inevitable. A
23-inch diameter rigid wheel was modeled in SolidWorks and transferred to ANSYS
Mechanical. The gap between two spokes was too small, so the gap studies were not necessary.
The energy was proportional to the deflection; therefore, this section only studied the beam
deformation. Applying the fixture, force, and torque in the same way as the buckling wheel, the
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boundary conditions were shown in figure 16. However, all the 36 spokes were defined as the
rigid body which had zero or neglectable deformations.

Figure 16. Boundary Condition for Traditional Bicycle Wheel

Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 STRESS AND DEFORMATION ANALYSIS FOR THE “BUCKLING WHEEL”
WHEN THE MATERIAL IS ALLOY 1060

In the basic simulation, both 500 lbf and 500 lbf-in torque were applied to the hub of the
wheel. The results of the FEA were shown in figures 17 and 18. The highest Von-Mises stress is
3.173E4 psi while the yield strength for Alloy 1060 is only 3.999E3 psi. The ultimate tensile
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strength for Alloy 1060 was 9.998E3 psi and was lower than the maximum Von-Mises stress.
When the stress went above the yield strength, the permanent deformation would occur. In this
case, the wheel would fracture due to the Von-Mises stress which was higher than the ultimate
tensile strength (Harish, 2018). The load and the torque were changed to find out when the
buckling wheel started to plastically deform and fracture. The results were shown in table 2, and
the wheel appeared plastic deformation when only 100 lbf and 100 lbf-in torque were applied.
The simulation has shown that reconstructing this design was needed and the details were in
section 4.4. The highest beam deflection was 0.159 inches which was acceptably small, and all
the beams bent in the correct direction. In figure 18, one of the undeformed beams was shown
for visualization.

Figure 17. Von-Mises Stress result for 500 lbf and 500 lbf-in CW torque applied. The
material is Alloy 1060
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Figure 18. Deflection result for 500 lbf and 500 lbf-in CW torque applied. The Material Is
Alloy 1060. The Transparent Beams Are Un-deformed Buckling Beams

Table 1. Analysis for the Buckling Wheel Under Different Loads and Torques
Force (𝒍𝒃𝒇)

Torque (𝒍𝒃𝒇 − 𝒊𝒏)

Von-Mises Stress (psi)

Deflection (in)

500

500

3.173E4

0.159

400

400

2.540E4

0.127

300

300

1.905E4

0.095

200

200

1.270E4

0.064

100

100

6.349E3

0.032
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4.2 ENERGY DISCUSSION FOR BOTH “BUCKLING WHEEL” AND RIGID WHEEL

The hub of the rigid wheel had neglectable deflection after both 500 lbf and 500 lbf-in
were applied, and the result is shown in figure 19. The energy equation is 𝐸 = 𝐹𝑑, F is the force
while d is the deflection. The deflection on the rigid wheel is 2.2E-4 inches, so it could only
absorb 0.11 in-lb or 0.0012 Joule under 500 lbf. In contrast, the buckling wheel absorbed 8.98
Joules when 500 lbf applied or 1.81 Joules for 100 lbf. With the same magnitude of the load, the
buckling wheel could absorb approximately 7500 times more energy. The main function of the
buckling beams was to absorb energy, and the tire has a small amount of damping ratio to
dissipate the energy (Kasprzak). A car usually needs both spring and damper to reduce vibration,
but a bicycle encountered less vibration than a car. Therefore, a damper was not required for a
bicycle and dissipating energy was not a major goal in this research. Creating a wheel that could
help the riders to have a comfortable trip on the uneven pathway was the main target of this
research. In conclusion, the buckling beams could harvest the energy and prevent the rider from
being uncomfortable due to the vibration.
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Figure 19. Deformation result for Rigid Wheel

4.3 DIRECTION OF TORQUE COMPARISON AND CONSISTENCE STUDY
RELATED TO ANGLE CHANGE DISCUSSION

Additional simulations had been conducted to study the effect of the torque direction and
the beam reaction at the gap. The results of torque direction study were shown in figure 20.
Under the same condition, the counterclockwise torque increased both stress and deflection.
Higher deflection could absorb more energy, but larger stress also lowered the product safety. As
a mechanical design engineer, lower stress concentration was more desirable for wheel design.
More importantly, the beams on the top half of the wheel were bending toward another side with
opposite torque direction. In other words, a counterclockwise torque had a negative effect on the
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buckling wheel. In this bicycle wheel design, a clockwise torque or zero torque was necessary to
ensure the beams buckling in the desired direction.

Figure 20. Top Left Picture is Stress Analysis and Bottom Left Image is Deformation
Analysis for Clockwise Torque. The Top Right Picture is Stress Analysis and Bottom Right
Image is Deformation Analysis for Counterclockwise Torque.
Another study was conducted to analyze how the beams reacted at the gap, and the results
for a 40 degrees analysis were shown in figures 21 and 22. The magnitude of the stress and
deflection change as a function of angle were expected for the buckling wheel. The deflections
and the stress were the lowest when the force was pointing toward the vertical line of the beam,
and stress and deflection are the highest in the middle of a gap. These phenomena were due to
the normal force of the beam canceled a portion of the load while the normal force was the least
at the gap. The stress and deflection increased as the angle became larger and dropped as it got
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closer to the next beam. The difference between the highest stress and the lowest stress was 1290

Maximum Deflection on Buckling
Wheel (Inches)

psi in which 2.31%. Although 1290 psi was a huge number, 2.31% difference was reasonable.
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Figure 21. Gap Analysis Result, Maximum Deflection as a Function of Angle for Clockwise

Von-Mises Stress on Buckling Wheel(psi)
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Figure 22. Gap Analysis Result, Maximum Von-Mises Stress as a Function of Angle for
Clockwise Torque
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4.4 BUCKLING WHEEL REDESIGN

Since the stress was higher than the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength, this
buckling wheel should be redesigned to increase FOS. There were many ways to improve the
mechanical structure of the buckling wheel. The easiest way would be changing the material of
the buckling wheel, but using harder material also increases the cost and reduces deflection. In
this section, all other methods would be introduced and compared.

4.41 USING ALUMINUM 6061-T6 TO INCREASE THE STRENGTH OF THE
BUCKLING WHEEL

There was a trade-off for using a stronger material which would cause the buckling beam
to have less deformation and absorb less energy, so material selection was very important for this
particular research. Aluminum 6061-T6 was a harder material but more expensive than
Aluminum 1060 Alloy. The yield strength of the Aluminum 6061-T6 is 3.989E4 psi and its
ultimate tensile strength is 4.496E4 psi. Both materials had the same elastic modulus; in other
words, they had the same stiffness and should have the same deflection with the same force.
With Aluminum 6061-T6, the buckling wheel can survive from 500 lb force and 500 lb-in torque
due to it having higher yield strength and tensile strength. From the simulation result, the
deflection for using Aluminum 6061-T6 is same as using Aluminum 1060 Alloy which proved it
was a better material. Moreover, the cost of Aluminum 6061-T6 was not too much more
expensive compared to 1060 Alloy.
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Figure 23. Von-Mises Stress Result of Using Aluminum 6061-T6

Figure 24. Deflection Result of Using Aluminum 6061-T6
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Table 2. Materials Property Summary
Materials

Elastic Modulus (psi)

Yield Strength (psi)

Ultimate Tensile
Strength (psi)

Aluminum 1060 Alloy

1E7

3.999E3

9.998E3

Aluminum 6061-T6

1E7

3.989E4

4.496E4

4.42 REDUCING PRE-BUCKLED ANGLE

Making the buckling beams closer to perpendicular would lower the buckling stress and
strength on the wheel. After changing the angle from 3.43 to 1.72, the stress dropped from
3.173E4 psi to 2.915E4 psi. The deflection was an inverse function of the angle, which increased
0.022 inches. This method had a positive effect on the wheel which increased deflection and
reduced the stress. However, the angle was too small, and it could not be changed to a smaller
angle. Although the wheel had better performance by using this method, it was not effective.
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Figure 25. Von-Mises Stress Result After Reduced Pre-Buckled Angle

Figure 26. Deflection Result After Reduced Pre-Buckled Angle
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4.43 INCREASE THE NUMBERS OF BUCKLING BEAMS

In the process of designing this buckling wheel, ten beams were used to achieve
more energy absorption. In this section, the FEA was used to simulate the reaction of the
wheel after doubling the number of the beams. With the same magnitudes of force and
torque, the stress reduced 34.6% and the deflection also became 2/3 of the original
displacement. Unfortunately, this method did not increase enough strength to avoid
plastic deformation.

Figure 27. Von-Mises Stress for Using 20 Buckling Beams
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Figure 28. Deflection for Using 20 Buckling Beams

4.44 INCREASING BEAM THICKNESS

A large beam thickness could significantly limit the bending ability of the beam.
In other words, this method would reduce the stress by reducing the beam deformation. In
this case, the beam thickness was increased from 0.1 inches to 0.2 inches. The simulation
results showed that the Von-Mises stress decreased significantly but the deflection also
went down dramatically. The stress became 72% smaller while the deflection also
changed to 15.7% of the original value. Although this method was very effective in terms
of adding strength to the wheel, it conflicted with the goal of this project which was to
absorb energy from vibration.
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Figure 29. Von-Mises Stress Result for Doubling the Beam Thickness

Figure 30. Deflection Result for Doubling the Beam Thickness
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4.45 CHANGE BEAM SHAPE TO SYMMETRIC BEAMS

The last method was to redesign the beam shape to look like a symmetrical
buckling beam as shown in figure 31. The dimensions were exactly the same as the
original design. The Von-Mises stress was reduced, but the deflection was also
decreased. In conclusion, this design did not improve the structure significantly.

Figure 31. Symmetric Beams Design
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Figure 32. Von-Mises Stress for Symmetric Beam Design

Figure 33. Deflection for Symmetric Beam Design
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4.46 COMPARISON OF REDESIGN METHODS

A summary of what this section discussed was shown in table 3. Using stronger
material was the only method that could prevent the buckling wheel to have plastic
deformation. Table 4 demonstrated that to decrease the pre-buckled angle could also have
a positive effect on the wheel. Although it could increase the deflection, it did not reduce
the stress much compared to other methods. The pre-buckled angle was also too small to
continuously reduce the angle, so it needed to be combine with another method to
improve the mechanical structure. Doubling the thickness, using symmetric beams, and
doubling number of buckling beams would have more stress percent reduction than the
deflection percent reduction. In general, the combination of changing material and
reducing pre-buckled angle was the best approach for this particular research.

Table 3. Result Summary of Six Wheel Redesign Methods, the Best Method Is Highlighted
Methods

Stress (psi)

Deflection (in)

Energy (J)

Original Design

3.173E4

0.159

8.98

Changed to Aluminum 6061-T6

3.175E4

0.159

8.98

Decreased Pre-Buckled Angle

2.915E4

0.166

9.38

Used twice more Buckling Beams

2.076E4

0.103

5.82

Doubled the Buckling Beam Thickness

8.739E3

0.025

1.41

Symmetric Beams

1.290E4

0.051

2.88
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Table 4. Stress and Deflection Percent Reduction Comparison for Using Six different
Methods, the Best Two Methods Are Highlighted
Methods

Stress Percent

Deflection Percent

Reduction

Reduction

Changed to Low Carbon Steel

-3.00%

66.0%

Decreased Pre-Buckled Angle

8.13%

-4.40%

Used twice more Buckling Beams

34.6%

35.2%

Doubled the Buckling Beam Thickness

72.5%

84.3%

Symmetric Beams

59.3%

67.9%

4.5 FINAL DESIGN

The final design has changed the material to Aluminum 6061-T6 and reduced the prebuckled angle to 1.72. The highest Von-Mises stress value was lower than the yield strength of
Aluminum 6061-T6, and the deflection increased. The reconstructed buckling wheel was
expected to have 0.170 inches of displacement, but nonlinear finite element method was needed
to obtain more accurate results. The real energy that the buckling wheel could absorb was only
half of the ideal energy. Although the energy absorption was not huge, it still had much more
energy transfer compared to the rigid bicycle wheel. Therefore, the goal of this research to
harvest energy by using buckling beams was achieved.
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Table 5. Linear and Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis Comparison, Results Obtained
From Both Small Deformation and Large Deformation Setting In Solidworks
Linearity

Von-Mises Stress (psi)

Displacement (in)

Linear FEA

3.345E

0.170

Nonlinear FEA

2.895E4

0.087

Figure 34. Linear Stress Analysis for Final Buckling Wheel Design
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Figure 35. Linear Deformation Analysis for Final Buckling Wheel Design

Figure 36. Nonlinear Stress Analysis for Final Buckling Wheel Design
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Figure 37. Nonlinear Deformation Analysis for Final Buckling Wheel Design
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This design research proved the buckling wheel can absorb energy, unlike the traditional
wheel. The buckling wheel is made by Aluminum 6061-T6, and the pre-buckled angle of each
beam is 1.72. The theoretical energy that the wheel can absorb depends on the weight of the
rider and the bicycle, the magnitude of the shock from uneven ground, and torque provided by
the rider. The tires would slightly dissipate the energy. A clockwise torque would give the wheel
best performance as shown in figure 20. The Von-Mises stress and deflection values were
varying in the gap between two buckling beams. However, the variations were not significant
enough to influence the wheel performance.

Figure 38. Demonstration of Buckling Wheel Installation

Three future studies are suggested for this product design: tolerance specification,
experimental data collection, and vibration control. This computer aid design (CAD) model was
neglected tolerance specification, but it is necessary for the manufacturing process to ensure the
parts fit together. After the buckling wheel has been made, some experimental testing can be
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conducted. For example, the researcher can perform stress and strain analysis with the data
collected by the instruments. Future researchers should also determine energy absorption
experimentally due to the inconsistency between analytical and experimental results that might
occur. Vibration study is also needed to achieve further understanding of the buckling wheel
design.
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Appendix A
BUCKLING WHEEL DIMENSIONS
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Appendix B
ORIGINAL BUCKLING BEAM DIMENSIONS
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Appendix C
BICYCLE RIM
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Appendix D
BICYCLE WHEEL HUB
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Appendix E

REDESIGNED BUCKLING BEAM DIMENSIONS
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